Technical Information

Chilled ceiling panel
INDUCOOL-Compact



Cooling with air and water



High cooling capacity with low energy costs



Draught-free air distribution



Suitable for all types of ceilings



Takes up less than 10 % of a ceiling’s surface
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Features
Performance features for the chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL-Compact


Installed height is very low at 145 mm



High flexibility of room layout



Short installation times on site thanks to comprehensive range of installation accessories



High cooling capacity (cooling with air and water)



Low energy costs thanks to utilisation of the cooling potential of outdoor air (free cooling)



Draught-free air distribution through proven INDUL technology



Easy to clean



Complies with the hygiene requirements according to the VDI 6022
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Systems Comparison

The advantages of the INDUCOOL-Compact chilled
ceiling panel when compared to other systems:

Cooling with air and water?
Powerful computers in offices, lots of lighting, and extensive glass facades: if room temperatures are to stay comfortable under rising cooling loads, a reliable cooling
system is called for.
In addition, for good ambient air quality and effective control of humidity, a ventilation system with an adequate
supply of outdoor air is important.
In principle, a cooling system can be designed to work with
air or water. The very high specific heat capacity of water
permits small duct cross-sections and, thus, low costs for
the plant and its operation. Using purely outdoor air with no
recirculation is the ideal precondition for a sound, hygienic
ventilation plant.
Frequently, however, the specific air exchange rates of
6...10 m³/hm² common today are not sufficient to deal with
the cooling load. In addition to air cooling, room related
cooling with water is needed. The optimum and economical
solution is therefore:

Chilled ceiling with window ventilation
Particularly on hot and humid days when additional cooling
would be desirable, window ventilation or cooling must be
avoided, because of the danger of condensation.
The INDUCOOL-Compact chilled ceiling panel avoids the
risk of condensation by introducing dehumidified supply air.
Displacement air for air distribution
Displacement air for air distribution certainly has its advantages. The combination of a displacement air system
with a chilled ceiling does, however, result in increased
energy consumption.
INDUCOOL-Compact, an integrated air water system,
consumes less energy and provides better ambient air
quality.

Cooling with air and water!
INDUCOOL-Compact combines air and water cooling with
the advantages of both systems – to make it twice as economical.
The mean average, annual outdoor temperature in central
Europe is between 8°C and 10°C. With air cooling, by using
the cooling capacity of the outdoor air, which is anyway
hygienically necessary, a substantial quantity of energy can
be saved (free cooling). Additional cooling with water is
restricted to the periods in which the cooling capacity of the
outdoor air would be inadequate.

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Function

As shown in the illustration below, the supply air for
INDUCOOL is fed into the system through a connecting
tube and is then distributed along the entire length of the
chilled ceiling panel through an air chamber. The supply air
then enters the room through fine nozzles that are located
between the panels’ cooling fins.
This highly inductive air distribution method efficiently
transfers heat and effectively cools the induced ambient air.
The heat removed from the ambient air is discharged
through water that flows through meandering copper pipes.

The compact design with an installation height of only
145 mm makes possible the integration of the unit into
nearly any ceiling system. The installation height of
145 mm is the distance from the upper edge of the air
chamber to the lower edge of the ceiling.
For acoustic ceilings, which have access through the hollow space of the ceiling, a design height with an installation
space of only 100-150 mm must be assumed, meaning that
the chilled ceiling panel requires no additional ceiling
hollow space.

Due to the extremely high induction, a quite rapid temperature and speed reduction of the supply air is achieved.

The fine jets of supply air fed into the room ensure that air
flows effectively through a room without creating any
draughts.
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Technical Data

Schematic Drawing
Structure

Concrete property class C20/25

Installation kit

Fixing bolt

(optional)

Screw +
Metal plug M8

to shift

(not supplied)

Threaded rod M6

Cold water connection Ø10

145

DN 80

(not supplied)

Mounting profile 1

32

Air guide profile 1

180
295
Ceiling cut-out = 320

8.5

8.5

337

~150

Installation kit

~150

37

37
20

20

(optional)

Ø 10

*

to shift

to shift

107

Upper edge
copper-tube

INDUCOOL Nominal size

*

Cold water connection left hand side

Main dimensions
Length

1000 to max. 1750 mm
in 125 mm sections, i.e. 1000, 1125, 1250 mm etc. (fitting lengths on request)

Width

295 or 270 mm (special widths available on request)

Weight

When filled with water, approx. 12 kg/m

Visible surface

Anodised aluminium, natural colour, RAL colour of customer’s choice against a surcharge
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Technical data

Free design service
Design parameters
Due to the number of factors that have to be taken into
account, calculating the right dimensions for the chilled
ceiling panel is rather complex. For this reason, we provide a computer-aided dimensioning calculation service
free of charge.

In the following design examples the usual design parameters were employed. These must be checked in relation to your building an modified if necessary.

In order to calculate the chilled ceiling panel dimensions
and layout for a particular project and draw up tender
documents, we require a floor plan of your building or the
room in question, the height of the room, and an indication
of its use, cooling load and specific air flow rate. Please
use the specification text on page 23 to provide us with
these details.

Room height HR

The following diagrams and formulas are intended to help
you to roughly calculate the dimensions and arrangement
of the chilled ceiling panels.

tSUP

3,0 m

Room temperature tIDA

Supply air temperature

26 °C in accordance with
EN 13779
14 °C
to dehumidify the air to 9 g/kg
(see diagram below)
15 °C

Cold water inlet

this is set to approx. 1K higher

temperature tWV

than the supply air temperature

Spread ∆tW V-R
(return line – inlet line)

2K

Average local ambient

0.15 m/s in accordance with

air velocity v

EN 13779
0.6 s

Reverberation time TN

to take into account the influence of room absorption

Change of state of moist air in the AHU
tODA
tIDA

Cooling

Relative humidity

Air temperature t

tSUP
TP

= Outdoor air temperature
= Measured ambient air
temperature
= Supply air temperature
= Dew point

Water content x
Dehumidification process
Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Technical data

Calculating the number of active chilled ceiling panels for a given cooling load and air flow rate
As can be seen in the graph below, for a specific air flow rate of 9 m³/hm² (which corresponds to an approx. triple air
exchange rate) and a cooling capacity of 84 W/m², 6 m² of ceiling surface can be cooled by one metre of chilled ceiling
panel. Thus, per each 6 m² of ceiling area, a chilled ceiling panel 1 m long and with a width of 295 mm is required.
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The required specific cooling capacity depends on the performance category selected. The performance category
defines the jet cross diameter; there is a choice of three categories:
Performance category F2.0
Performance category F2.3
Performance category F2.8
The graph shown here refers to performance category F2.0
Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Technical data

Calculating the chilled ceiling panel’s total cooling capacity for a given air flow rate
The graph below shows the total cooling capacity [W/m chilled ceiling panel] in relation to the air flow rate [m³/hm]. As
can be seen in this graph, each chilled ceiling panel achieves a total cooling capacity of 421 W/m at an air flow rate of 41
m³/hm if arranged in parallel rows at distance of ≥ 4 m.
The chilled ceiling panels’ cooling capacity depends on the distance between the parallel rows. Small distances between
the panels reduce their cooling capacity.

550
≥ 4,0 m

500

Room height

HR

3m

Ambient air-temperature

tIDA

26°C

Supply air-temperature

tSUP

14°C
15°C

Inlet temperature

tWV

Water temperature
difference

ΔtWV-R

Reverberation time

TN

2,0 m

1,5 m

2K
0.6 s

1, 0 m
Room depth
or parallel
distance x
between
chilled ceiling
panels (see
Floor plan)

LW

Specific cooling capacity air and water QLW [W/m]

450

421
400

350

300

250
20

25

30

35

40 41

45

50

55

60

S
Specific air flow rate VS [m³/hm]
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Technical data

Design example
Room size

Possible arrangements
3 window axes at 1.6 m;
depth of room, 4.8 m; each
axis features a 100 mm wide
bandraster bar

3-axis office

m2

Area of room

23

Cooling load

80 W/m2 ≙ 1840 W

Air flow rate

8 m3/hm2 ≙ 184 m3/h

Selection information

See page 6
Example layouts

Arrangement

3x 1.5 m long chilled ceiling
panels in the centre of the
room and parallel to the
facade

(Ideal design)

Air flow rate

184 : 3 ≙ 61 m³/h chilled
ceiling panel ≙ 41 m³/hm
chilled ceiling panel

From graphs
on page 8

In a room with a depth of
≥ 4 m and an air flow rate of
41 m³/hm, the chilled ceiling
panels will have an output of
421 W/m

Total cooling capacity
of chilled ceiling
panel

421 W/m x 1.5 m x 3 chilled
ceiling panels is 1894 W
≙ 82 W/m²

Result

The required cooling load of
80 W/m² can be covered.

1,6 m

- Endless possible ceiling designs
- Only takes up 5…10 % of a ceiling’s area

Open plan office
(Ideal design)

Star-shaped design for
reception areas, representative areas
(Possible design option;
subject to consultation
with our technical sales
department)

Facade

Chilled
ceiling
panel

4,8 m

Rectangular design
(Possible design option;
subject to consultation
with our technical sales
department)

Static pressure loss on supply air side ∆pS SUP:

Water-side pressure loss ∆psw:

F2.0 ∆pS SUP = V2SUP/14 [Pa]

V = [m3/hm]

∆psw = mw2 x L/3295 [kPa]

F2.3 ∆pS SUP = V2SUP/21 [Pa]

V = [m3/hm]

F2.8 ∆pS SUP = V2SUP/39 [Pa]

V = [m3/hm]
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mw [kg/h]
L = Length of chilled ceiling panel [m]

Minimum cold water mass flow 100 kg/h
The cold water mass flow actually required is given in the
data sheet for our detailed design.
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Calculating room air velocity and acoustics

~ x/2

~ x/2

Parallel distance x

0,1
7
0,1
5

60

0,1
2

Average local ambient air speed
(Measurement time 3 minutes) v [m/s]

y

y
standing
sitting

ca. 1,3m

40

30

INDUCOOL panels should be distributed as evenly as
possible over the ceiling. When doing so, fitting them in
rows tends to generate better results than fitting them on
their own. The stated air velocity is valid for ∆tSUP = -12K.

20

Relative sound power level ∆Lw
15

3,0
2,0

Frequency
[Hz]

63

125

250

500

1K

2K

4K

8K

∆Lw [dB]

+6

-3

-8

-8

-6

-5

-7

-15

Correction values ∆LHR for other room heights:
HR [m]

2,5

2,7

3,0

3,5

4,0

4,5

5,0

6,0

∆LHR
[dB(A)]

+0,8

+0,4

0

-0,7

-1,2

-1,8

-2,2

-3,0

3,0
4,0

1,5
2,0

1,0

1,0
0,8

0,6
0,8

1,5

vertical jet path y [m]

Correction values ∆LTN for other reverberation times:
TN [s]

25
20

45

15
10
5
7.

40

5

35

Specific air flow rate V [m³/hm²]

Sound pressure level for performance category F2.0
Applies to a room height HR = 3.0 m
Sound pressure
in in
room
Lp [dB(A)]
Sound
pressurelevel
level
room
LP [dB(A)]

ca. 1,8m

Jet path y, distance x

0,4

Parallel distance x [m]

3/hm]
Supply air
VSUP [m
Supply
air flow
flowrate
volume
Vsup
[m³/hm]

50

0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

1,0

1,2

∆LTN [dB(A)] -1,8

-0,8

0

+0,7

+1,2 +1,8 +2,2

+3,0

Sound power level
LW = 60 · log (VSUP) + 10 · log (L) - K

Correction value

F2.0

K = 65

F2.3

K = 67

F2.8

K = 69

Input attenuation ∆LED
Performance
categories

F2.0 – F2.8

40

50

Supply air flow rate VSup [m³/hm]
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VSUP [m3/hm]
L
[m]

Performance category

Octave band medium frequency(HZ))
125

250

30
30

0,9

500

1K

2K

4K

8K

2

3

Input attenuation [dB]

60
21
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Technical data

Note
The products we supply have general tolerances to
DIN ISO 2768 Parts 1 and 2, which apply to the mechanical and plant engineering sectors. The aluminium extrusions used in many products have tolerances to DIN EN
755-9:2008-06. Depending on the combination and surface treatment, the components and extrusions, additional deviations of up to 2 mm may occur. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the tolerance range for calorific performance is ± 10 %, and ± 2 dB for acoustic properties.
Note
The sound-pressure-level data cover only noise emitted
by the chilled ceiling panel. Other sources of noise can
result in an increase of the sound pressure level in a
room. These graphs are not valid for combinations with
other types of air diffuser. In such cases, please contact
our Technical Sales Department.

The ventilation system
When determining the supply air flow, the person or arearelated minimum outdoor air flow to EN 13779 must be
observed.

Design Information
The average “local air velocity” specified by DIN EN ISO
7730:2007 is the average air velocity measured over 3
minutes at any point in the common area under consideration.
Permissible velocity:
Measuring procedure:
Common area:

DIN EN ISO 7730:2007
DIN EN 13182:2002
DIN EN 13779:2007

The “common area” limits and highest permissible “local
air velocity” have to be agreed by the building owners and
consultant or technicians.
Our diagrams provide information on the average “local
air velocities” when the cooling system is operating and
relative to the specific supply air flow rate. This “average
local air velocity” has been calculated on the basis of
measurements taken at a number of measuring points
that were evenly distributed over a room. 50% of these
velocities are above and 50% below the diagram’s value.
The actual local air velocities can deviate from this value
as a result of the level of turbulence of the mixed air flow
or air currents not generated by the ventilation system but
objects like the facade, radiators and similar.

We recommend that the outdoor air flow should be not
less than 8 m³/hm². This allows compliance with the usual
room loading of < 1.0 dezipol.

Hydraulic system, measurement and control technology

If dehumidification to maximum absolute room air humidity of 10 g/kg is carried out, corresponding to a supply air
temperature of 14 °C, then condensation on the cooled
ribbed panels can be very effectively prevented (see
“Change of state of moist air” on page 6). For comfortable
conditions in a room, make sure the supply air is adequately dehumidified.

The cold water connection to the chilled ceiling panel is
by means of plug-in connectors with oxygen diffusionresistant reinforced hoses.

In an energetically optimised plant, the necessary minimum outdoor air flow can be used fully to cover the cooling load. The supply air temperature can be significantly
lower than the ca. 16 °C frequently employed.
INDUCOOL permits supply air temperatures of 12..14 °C.
In central Europe, the average annual outdoor temperature is 8...10 °C (DIN 4710). For most of the year, cool
outdoor air is available which can be used for cooling with
no additional consumption of energy.

To ensure that all consumers are supplied according to
their needs, the cold water supply should be installed
either using the Tichelmann system, or with hydraulic
compensation using measuring regulation valves.

In contrast to a system which uses displacement air combined with a chilled ceiling, the INDUCOOL solution takes
advantage of the cooling capacity of the cool air. The
energy cost calculations show that this is an exceptionally
economical solution.

When carrying out design calculations, the gains in humidity in the room and possible infiltration must be taken
into account.

To comply with hygiene requirements where appropriate,
a 2-stage filter consisting of pre-filter and fine filter must
be incorporated as specified in EN 13779 (RAL1 +
RAL2).

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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If the chilled ceiling panel is to be rigidly connected, it
must be ensured that the pipes are not subject to any
strains once they are installed.

Measures must be taken to prevent condensation occurring during operation. The cold-water feed temperatures
must therefore be chosen according to the state of the air
in the room.

Windows that can be opened must be taken into account.
In this case under some weather conditions, it will only be
possible to prevent condensation when dew point sensors are used as condensation protection. When a window is opened, either the water supply temperature must
be raised according to the outdoor enthalpy, or the coldwater supply must be shut off.
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Technical data
Regulation

run with the minimum required supply air flow rate, which
should remain constant.
The water-based part of the system’s total cooling capacity (water and air) can be adjusted. Ideally, the water inlet
temperature should be seamlessly adjusted relative to the
cooling load (regulating the inlet temperature). When
doing so, it must be taken into account that the condensation point temperature is also the minimum temperature.

The chilled ceiling panels’ cooling capacity is regulated
only through the water supply. Adjusting the cooling capacity by reducing the primary airflow rate (VVS) causes
unstable flow conditions at the panel and is therefore
unsuitable for controlling them. If the cooling panels are
installed in rooms that are not in constant use (e.g. conference rooms), it is certainly advisable to reduce or totally switch off the supply air supply.

The water’s cooling capacity is nearly linear to the difference in ambient and water inlet temperature. This is why
it can be used to accurately control a panel’s cooling
capacity. The regulation comprises activating a mixing
switch with a 3-way valve and a secondary pump.

In all other cases, it is not actually possible to switch off
the supply air supply, because the system is designed to

Diagram of the inlet temperature regulation using a
3-way valve and secondary pump

Load
(regulation zone)

Air
system diagram-centre
AHU
INDUCOOL

T

M
Return

Supply

Buffer
reservoir
Cooling plant

Water's cooling capacity

Cooling production

Cold water inlet temperature
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Technical data
Another potential way to regulate the water’s cooling
capacity is to adjust the volume of water (throttle switch).
When doing so, it is necessary to use a permanently-on
gate valve that opens and closes depending on the ambient temperature (2-way switch).

As the control characteristic of the water’s cooling capacity is no longer linear when it is controlled through the
volume of water in the system, the quality of this control
mechanism is far less efficient than that achieved when
controlling the inlet temperature with 3-way valves.

Even though the water volume is consequently not continuously adjusted (only Open/Closed), it is still advisable
to use permanently-on valves because the ribbed base
plate will be allowed to cool for longer still when the water
supply is switched on again due to the valve’s long running time and good opening characteristics. This leads to
significantly better and more comfortable indoor climates.

If INDUCOOL is also to be used to provide heating, the
system’s cooling/heating capacity can only be regulated
by using a mixing switch. The CV of the control valves
must be chosen in accordance with VDI 2173. The chilled
ceiling panel’s water pressure loss data required for designing the system are detailed in our design information
on page 9.

Diagram of the water flow regulation using a 2-way
valve
Die Regelung erfolgt raumbezogen, bei größeren Räumen für die einzelnen Räume
Loadbzw. Zonen sind nicht
(regulation zone)
erforderlich.

Air system diagram-centre

INDUCOOL

AHU

M

M

M

T

T

M
Return

Supply

Buffer
reservoir

Cooling plant

Water's cooling capacity

Cooling production

Water mass flow
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Technical data / Installation
Heating with INDUCOOL

Arrangement and installation

Note
If heating with INDUCOOL, we recommend using warm
water inlet temperatures of no more than 30 °C.

The best way to arrange the chilled ceiling panels is to
distribute them evenly over the entire area of the room. In
larger rooms, such as showrooms, the chilled ceiling
panels can also be arranged in continuous rows.

The convective heat given off by the water-filled chilled
ceiling panel causes pockets of warm air to form under
the ceiling. As a result, the entire ceiling is heated up
evenly and consequently also indirectly heats the entire
room (radiant heating ceiling).

The chilled ceiling panels can be suspended directly from
the bare ceiling by four threaded rods.

However, as with all chilled ceilings, the facade will not be
adequately protected against cold radiation and from cold
air drops. This will result in uncomfortable indoor climates
in particular in fully glass-fronted buildings. For this reason, it is always best to heat a room by fitting a static
heater right underneath the window.

These system solutions are shown in the following drawings and we can also supply these drawings as dwg, dxf
and pdf files.

We offer system solutions and installation accessories for
a diverse range of different ceiling systems.

We recommend:
Installation on the bare ceiling with an installation kit.
With the installation kit, only 2 attachment points per
cooling panel are required in the bare ceiling. In addition,
adjustment in all three level s is possible when the installation kit is used.

Installation with overlay brackets especially for system ceilings.
This installation method leads to a dimensionally accurate, detailed solution, precisely harmonised with the
ceiling system. See installation examples on the the following pages with connections in different conditions
using corresponding air guide profiles / installation
frames.

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Cold water connection
Cold water connection with reinforced hose

Supply limit
1/2"
Connector Version A:
Reinforced hose L= 500mm
(L= 750mm)
(L= 1000mm)

Connection point
Cold water tubing
min.12

(c.t.s.)

~110

Screwcap 1/2"
Connector Version B:
Mounting profile 1
Air guide profile 1

Supply limit
1/2"
Connector Version C:

Connection point
Cold water tubing
min.12

(c.t.s.)

Reinforced hose L= 500mm
(L= 750mm)
(L= 1000mm)

~265

0
.8
in
m

Screwcap 1/2"
Connector Version D:
(standard)

Mounting profile 1
Air guide profile 1

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Installation
Single element - Installing with air guide profile 1 as an installation frame KL1

Installation kit

~150
37
20
Ø 10

*

to shift

to shift

107

Upper edge
copper-tube

(optional)

Hexagon socket screw
Connector bracket

INDUCOOL Nominal size
Ceiling cut-out = Nominal size + 25
Nominal size + 42

*

Cold water connection left hand side

Mounting profile 1

Air guide profile 1

Connector bracket

Row-installation with air guide profile 1 as an installation frame KL1

Installation kit

~150

(optional)

37
20
Ø 10

**

*

107

Upper edge
copper-tube

to shift

to shift

Hexagon socket
screw
Connector bracket

INDUCOOL Nominal size
INDUCOOL Nominal size
Ceiling cut-out = Nominal size + 25
Nominal size + 42

*
**

Cold water connection left hand side
Cold water connection right hand side

Mounting profile 1

Connector profile

Air guide profile 1

Connector bracket

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Installation

Axis measurment variable
up to max.1750

variable up to
max.400

Installation in mineral fibre ceilings with air guide profile 1 (supported on bandraster)

Axis measurment variable
up to max.1750

337

A

A
Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
Ceiling panel
Bandraster profile

C
C

B

B

D

D

Section A

145

DN 80

INDUCOOL

Cold water connection Ø10

Mounting profile 1

Air guide profile 1

8.5

295
Ceiling cut-out = 320

8.5

337

Section B
Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
supported on bandraster.
INDUCOOL

Mounting profile 1
160 mm

Section C

Section D

C-Profile 36/70
Bandraster 80/100

L= Splitting X
125
variable up to max. 1750

Bandraster

(n = Quantity of fin plate)

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Installation
M
ONTAGE
Installation in metal ceilings with air guide profile 3 (supported on bandraster)
Axis measurment variable

up to max.1750

max.400

Axis measurment variable

up to max.1750

ca.
326

A

A
Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
Ceiling-plate
Bandraster (C-profile 100/30)

C
C

B

B

D

D

Section A

145

Mounting profile 1

DN 80

INDUCOOL

Cold water connection Ø10

Metal ceiling panel

Air guide profile 3

joint tape

295
322

approx.2

(not supplied; optional)

approx.2

Ceiling cut-out approx.326

Section B
Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
supported on bandraster.
INDUCOOL

Mounting profile 1
160 mm

Section C

Section D
Bandraster

L= Splitting X
125
variable up to max.1750

Bandraster

(n = Quantity of fin plate)

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Installation
Installation in metal ceilings with air guide profile 3 (using installation kit)

variable up to max.400

Nominal length L n.

Nominal length L n.

Dummy

ca.
326

A

B

A
C
Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
Ceiling panel

B

C

Section A

DN 80

Ø10

145

Mounting profile 1

37

Metal ceiling panel

Air guide profile 3

approx.2

295
322
Ceiling cut-out approx.326

joint tape
(c.t.s.; optional)

approx.2

Section B

Section C

INDUCOOL - Nominal size
Nominal length L n = n · 125
(n = Quantity of fin plate)

Kiefer Klimatechnik
www.kieferklima.de

length dummy-element
BL = 125 . m
n
16
(m = Quantity of fins)
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Installation
Installation in plasterboard ceilings with air guide profile KL-3-GK

A

A

B

B

Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
Plaster ceiling 12.5 mm

Section A

DN 80

10

Mounting profile 1

145

Connector
bracket type "B"

C-Profile
Plaster board
ceiling
Plaster
ceiling

Air guide profile 3-GK

295
12

322
387

12

Section B

C-Profile

12.5

Connector bracket type "B"

Plaster
board
ceiling
Plaster
ceiling

Nominal length L n = n · 125
(n = Quantity of fin plate)

Kiefer Klimatechnik
www.kieferklima.de
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Installation
M
ONTAGE
Revision and dummy element
(depicted at band-end)

Installation kit
(optional)

Detail "X"
Installation plate 3
O-Ring
Torx-bolt colour marked
Screw fastening
Screw recessed head
Fasten joint connector

X

Elementbutt
Inspection-/Dummy element (250/375/500mm)

INDUCOOL - Nominal size

Screw fastening (see Detail X)

Inspection element

Connector bracket

Kiefer Klimatechnik
www.kieferklima.de

Air guide profile 1

Connector profile
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Tender text
High-performance chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
In compact design with integral air entry via the proven draught-free INDUL technology. Can be combined with every ceiling
system.

Consists of:
-

INDUL air entry with air feed guide especially adapted to the application and 80 mm supply air connection socket
Cooling water tubing (copper tube ø 10 x 1 running in meanders along panel) pressed into aluminium heat transfer profile with soldered connections or union couplings (d = 10 mm)
Finely ribbed heat transfer profile (width 295 mm)
Mounting profile for suspending the panel from threaded rods (rods not supplied)
Required number of connector profile when mounting in rows

Chilled ceiling panel width:
- Air guide profile type 1
- Colouring of visible ribs:

337 mm (external dimensions with air guide profile 1)
in the same colour as ribs
Anodised aluminium, natural colour

*Please note that visual colour deviations may occur in comparison to other ceiling elements due to the ribbed structure of
the INDUCOOL surface (depending on the light-source / -reflections).
Manufacturing tolerances in accordance with DIN ISO 2768 Part 1 and 2.
Manufacturer: Kiefer
Length

.....................................................mm

Cooling capacity .......................................................W
Number of units …………………...................................

Accessories
Dummy elements
For visual elongation of a chilled ceiling panel
Coating
Surcharge for finishing the visible ribs in RAL colours of choice*
Revision element
Surcharge for removable revision element with the same appearance as the of the active chilled ceiling panel
90° corner element
For connection of two rectangular arranged chilled ceiling panels
Installation kit
For easy installation with the advantage of the possibility to align the element in the x/y axis in an already installed state
Overlay bracket
For face-side support of a ceiling mounting rail
Air guide profile/ Installation frame KL1...3-GK
For easy integration into various standard ceilings
Cold water connection with diffusion resistant reinforced hose
For connecting the chilled ceiling panels with the cold water piping network
The full specification text can be downloaded from our website www.kieferklima.de.

Kiefer Klimatechnik
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Tender text
Required specifications for the technical design and proposal preparation:
Receiver:

Sender:

info@kieferklima.de

__________________________________________________

Kiefer Klimatechnik GmbH

__________________________________________________

Heilbronner Straße 380 - 388

__________________________________________________

70469 Stuttgart, Germany

__________________________________________________

Chilled ceiling panel INDUCOOL
Project

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Project no. customer.:

_______________

Date/Contact:.:

_______________

Room or module designation

Sample room

Number of rooms / modules

1
[m3/hm2]

8

Room width

[m]

4

Room length

[m]

5

[m2]

20

[m]

2

[W/m2]

80

Ambient air temperature

[°C]

26

Supply air temperature

[°C]

14

Water supply temperature

[°C]

15

[K]

2

Specific supply air flow rate

Area
Room height
Cooling capacity

Temperature difference, water
Ambient air velocity

[m/s]

0,15

Measurement level

[m]

1,3

[dB(A)]

38

With reverberation time

[s]

0,8

Desired element length

[m]

1,5

Sound pressure level in room

Kiefer Klimatechnik
www.kieferklima.de
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The climate specialist
Product range

Services

Components:
Linear, wall, ceiling and displacement diffusers, chilled ceiling
systems, ceiling fan coil systems,
transfer ducts, concrete core
cooling with air.
Axial- and radial ventilators, gasfired ventilators, plastic ventilators.

Consulting and planning
We provide advice concerning all
aspects of our systems and create system analyses and cost
estimates based on cooling load /
pipe network / energy cost / efficiency calculations. We also develop proposals concerning suggested layouts for air distribution,
lighting and ceiling systems; and
compile lighting-related data using
the latest software tools, as well
as developing and implementing
control-technology related concepts in our own MSR division.
We are furthermore able to draw
on a wealth of experience from
previous projects when it comes
to designing innovative products
and new projects.

E1904-02/14

Systems:
All types of conditioning systems
for maximum comfort (offices,
administrative buildings, stores,
hospitals, libraries, museums and
similar) and industrial applications
(machine construction, high-tech,
textile, plastics, chemicals, automotive, food and drink industry
and similar).

Kiefer Klimatechnik GmbH
Heilbronner Straße 380 – 388
70469 Stuttgart, Germany

Laboratory:
Certificates, 1:1 room airflow
laboratory analyses; acoustic and
aerodynamic analyses of airconditioning modules. Development of innovative air conditioning
components. Caloric performance
measurements of air and waterrelated components on test
stands.
On-site comfort measurements to
assess thermal comfort and indoor air quality.
Maintenance and servicing
All kinds of air-conditioning and
climate control systems as part of
maintenance and service contracts.

Tel.: +49 (0)711 8109-0
info@kieferklima.de
www.kieferklima.de

With release of this printing, all earlier versions of the Technical Information INDUCOOL-Compact lose their validity.
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